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Closing Seminar of Khulna Medical Collage Hospitals
PWD has completed the retrofitting structure construction of Khulna Medical College Hospital
Retrofitting Project. In the closing ceremony, the attended engineers agreed the importance of the
retrofitting construction supervision. And PWD Khulna side also requested the training of supervision
of constructions. Anyhow, it is a good situation, because the importance of supervisor is recognized.

Chief Guests of Closing Seminar of Retrofitting of Retrofit work at KMCH
After the ceremony seminar, a Special Lecture was presented by Mr. Horikoshi, BSPP-JET. He
instructed the importance of the supervision work by PWD site officers during the construction work
in order to keep the construction quality.
Mr. Horikoshi introduced the idioms, “起:ki”,”承:sho”,”転:ten”,”結:ketsu”. They mean “Introduction”,
“Development”, “Turn” and “Conclusion”. He also suggested that the construction would usually face
the problems beyond the imagination or the expectation. So, in actual work, we face a lot of “Turn”.
Therefore, it is very important how to improve the problems when we face the problems. The
participants requested BSPP-JET to learn the supervision work more, if they has chance to have a
training.
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Mr. Horikoshi instructed a Japanese idiom

Special lecture by Mr. Horikoshi

Meeting with Contractor

Discussion was chaired by Deputy Team Leader

In this seminar, the meeting with Contractor, was held. The contractor also learned the construction
way. The contractor would like to learn the detail technology of concrete mixing, rebar banding and so
on. And the Contractor needs the certification, when they learn something in PWD training. Besides
the above, Khulna has a problem of salinity water also. The contractor asked JET and PWD the
countermeasures of this problems. Anyhow, BSPP could have a good meeting in Khulna.
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